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Next Run No: 1962
Date: 12/03/18
Start: Long Ash
On Down: The London Inn, Horrabridge
Hares: Dildo Baggins
Scribe: Ernie
Huge pressure scribing this week following on from the English guru that is Gannet. So
maybe I should write a load of old tripe to reduce the pressure to be nowhere near her
standards!
Speaking of Tripe I tried Tripe soup recently, a Romanian favourite apparently, tripe
swimming in fatty liquid and garlic, however I would say that it rates somewhere along the
same standard as silk worm. Should anyone feel some strange urge to try it then I strongly
suggest you don’t!
Let’s be honest, although it was a beautiful day, who didn’t feel sorry for Biff and Glanni of
the Arctic for having to lay the hash in those brrrrrr degrees temperatures. Pat on the
backs to both! Im sure Biff would rate it as being a two cats on the bed night!
When asking how the hash was the word ‘Hard’ was used to describe it by numerous
hashers on this occasion. Not the actually hash, but the terrain, frozen solid! Pist N Broke
gave me a fine description, something about running on tarmac that had been peppered
with shot from a cannon! Fairly accurate. However, many hashers were grateful that for
the first time ever they went home with clean shoes! There were also reports of cold
buttocks! Clearly people need to fatten up.
Rumour has it that the shandy froth on the bucker had frozen too, which clearly suggests
there is a too low alcohol content and more needs to be included. Maybe we need to move
from beer/Lager to something a little stronger, Brandy? Malibu? Maybe Port so as to be
civilised?
The highlight for the non-hashing hashers was seeing a line of torches running along the
horizon (is there a horizon if it’s totally dark) on a beautiful evening, and then a shooting
star appearing over them. Psycho described it as like a handkerchief floating down.
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Rumour has it she and Wobbly have been drinking too many Jagertee’s in Austria so think
she may be hallucinating? (Jagertee (also Jägertee) is an alcoholic beverage made by mixing
overproof rum with black tea, red wine, plum brandy, orange juice and various spices)

Whilst there was a pretty good turnout there were a lack of people from Plimmuff.
Apparently too cold for those city slickers! Come on metropolis dwellers, too cold, too far?
Lost arrived at the hash in style in a car which he had ‘borrowed’.. Hmmm. He seems to
make a habit of this ‘borrowing’… however like a small child he was overcome with
excitement by the fact that not only did the mini have lights in the external door handles
but it also had its own version of an OHP and projected the Mini logo onto the floor outside
the driver’s door. He confirmed that he was going to task Blossom to lie on her back to find
out where it was coming from when he got home. I think he was still talking about the car?
Welcome to TVH3 virgin Tom, he bravely turned up on his own and survived to tell the
tale! He knows E-Coli apparently so maybe he will be named septicaemia or giardia?
Speaking of names, Julie, now named Bumless is now to be added to the list! Self-naming,
no hash abuse or heckling, what’s going on?
H+S Warning – Hot Rocks has had a cold, apparently there are no snot filtration systems
in the brewery so should any one find a different flavour it could be Holes Snot or Porter
mucus? Vampire slayer reports they have self-sacrificed themselves to save the beer
however, by moving all the blankets and duvets to the brewery to keep the beer at the right
temperate whilst they froze! Beer drinkers, be grateful! (For the warmth not the snot)
OLYMPICS NEWSFLASH – OLYMPICS NEWSFLASH – OLYMPICS NEWSFLASH
For those who have been watching the Olympics you may have missed the ultimate British
monumental achievement. Scrotey, for the first time ever, representing himself, was first
back on the longs, yes, he finished back to the bucket before Hot Rocks.
However, a reminder to all that the hash is not a competitive sport and all about being
part of the group so next week someone please trip him up and make sure he is at the
back!
Scupper Sucker was also embracing good gamesmanship and has taken up guide running
for the blind, assisting Dodo in his time of need due to his temporary impairment.
Naughty boy was given his 100 runs teapot, he attempted a down down however it really
did go down, down on the floor and all over the GM’s jacket much to everyone’s
amusement. A trick teapot maybe? Mwah ha ha
I had a bit of down time and decided to do something creative so this week there is a
bonus hash mag, hash dingbats (ish) for some entertainment. No prize other than your
pride if you get them all! And yes, should you get stuck, I will tell you the answers.

On On
Fergie
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